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Introduction I
Creating << a Place to Feel at Home >>
Christian church life and social control in Lusaka,
Zambia (1920s)
Wim van Binsbergen
v/hile Robert Buijtenhuijs is principaily kl9wn for his parh-breakingwork on African revolutioriary rir;;;#;ìs, rhis inevirabry brought himrepeatedly to a consideration of the religious dimension or errican politicalmovements. This forc_ed him to pay considerabie attention tà Africanhistorical religion and christian churctres in rhe case 
"f 
KËnt;; Mau Mau,and to Islam in the case of chadian Frolinat. Here Buijtenhur¡s; prin"ipat
inspiration derived from the work of his ph.D. ,up".ui.o-, dãrgã Balandier(1963' 1965b), as well as from Terence Ranger's seminar siudy on the<connexions between "primary resistance movements" and modern massnationalism> (Ranger, 1998ì Repeatedry Robert eu¡tentru¡ì hãs sougtrt
both to apply rhese theorerical peripectiu"i in th" specific 
"""iË*t 
æ his own
research (Buijtenhuijs,lg7ï, 1992c), and to contribute ro the more general
theorerical reflecrion i1 ttrls rieio lnui¡tenhuijs, 1976, lö85c ; vanBinsbergen & Buijrenhuijs, 1976)- $ving myself ündergoné tùe inspirutionof Ranger's work while working in zamo:iaii the early igior, it ;"s at theLeiden African studies centre, and in collaboratioi *itt iry'generous
senior colleague there, Robert Buijtenhuijs, that I published somJoimy firstwork on African rerigion 
_and politici. rt is iherefore rittinj-tnãt -ycontribution to this volume honouring this impressive internatioíd scholar
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should take up a theme of African religious studies which over the years has
been particularly cherished by Roberr tsuijtenhuijs : how, in the piocess of
transition to modern social and political life, self-organisation in tñe form of
a christian church created for twenty-century Africans a viable, and often
the only, opportunity to create for themselves ..a place to feel at home>
(Welbourn & Ogot, 1966). We have known Buijtenhuijs as a scholar who
himself, when he is not passionately reading newspaper archives, feers best
at home at the national level, blending in with African revolutionaries,
having wonderfully informative interviews with their adversaries, and
unobtrusively joining national democratic assemblies, as a tolerated insider-
outsider. The pleasures and frustrations of the typical prolonged local-level
anthropological field-work have always been lost on him, and instead he
chose to make himself invisible, but eminently perceptive, in the African
corridors of power, where preciously few of us would have been abie to
follow him. Yet he made at least one critical contribution to urban
anthropology (van Binsbergen & Bui.jtenhuijs, l97S). Against this
background I feel justified to explore, in the present contribution, how the
inhabitants of the zarnbian capital of Lusaka have used their churr;h
organisation to create a viable social texture for themselves, serving
political, economic and kinship goals way beyond the leuer of the gospel.
After a spate of studies concentrating on urbanisation and the forrnation
of modern African towns, the study of African wrbanísm gaineã impetus in
tfre 1970s : researchers sought to explore the patterns of urban social,
politicai and religious organisation, life-styles and class formation as
manifestations of a way of ltfe îhat was increøsingly fottowing a dynamic of
its own and for whose socialogical treatment it was no longer meaningful to
take the rural areas as main reference ønd point of departure. In Zambia,
this development had already been foreshadowed by the famous Copperbelt
studies of the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute, most field-work for which went
back to the first half of the 1950s. Brilliant and influential as these early
studies have beenz, they somewhat underrated the continued relevance of
rural inputs for an understanding of conternporary urban African society;
besides, they had two major blind spots :
(a) the study of the domestic domain of urban kinship and family life
(however, cf. Epstein, l981), and
(b) the study of that dominant form of voluntary associations in South
Central African towns : Christian churches.
Thus while in other pants of Africa, in the wake of Sundkler's pioneer
study (1961), the study of Christianit5, and parricularly of independenr
churches became a rnajor topic in Africanist research including urban
studies, in Zambia the sociological study of modern religious organisations
2. E.g. Epstein, 4.L., 1958 ; Mitchell, J.C., 1956, 1969 : and, ourside Rhodes-
L-ivingstone circles, Powdermaker, H., 1961. For a recent appraisal of this work, cf.
Hansen, K. Tranberg, 1991.
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and their impact upon the vastly expanding urban society had to wait till the
end of the 1960s (with Stefaniszyn, 1962 as an early, minor exception).
David wiley's doctoral research (1911) was to be the first of a series of
interesting explorations: in which however sociological concerns stili tended
to be blended with research priorities derived from such fields as symbolic
anthropology, church history, pastoral theology, etc.
Initially my own research in urban zambia focused on the classification
of churches, their formal organisational structures and inter-church
interactions, as an exercise in the sociology of organisations more than as an
exploration of the emerging urban society as a whole. In later years I was
increasingly drawn into an analysis of the urban life, the history and
contemporary rural-urban relations of an ethnic minority, (the Nkoya)
whose pursuit of autochthonous, neo-traditional forms of religion rather
outweighed their participation in Christian churches. However, somewhere
between these two phases I occupied myself for two years (1972-73) wittr
part-time field-work on the interaction between precisely the two relatively
unexplored topics mentioned above : the contribution of format (Christian)
religious organisation and of rural-derived patterns of kin intervention and
support, to the emergent pcttterns of social control that inþrmed family and
marital life in Lusakaa.
The paper touches upon a form of interreligious diaiogue which goes on
continuously in contemporary Africa : that between historic forms of
African religiosity and world-view, on the one hand, and on the other hand
world religions such as Christianity and Islam, introduced from outside the
African continent but since solidly rooted there, and ramifying into a great
variety of iocalising, African forms. More importantly, my argument seeks
to illuminate one of the social contexts in which such dialogue, and other
forms of intra-religious dialogue, will be particularly put to the test : the
African urban environment, which has gained dominance in the course of
the twentieth century and which will be crucial in determining the patterns
of African life and religiosity in the twenty-first century. In Africa and
elsewhere, towns are the laboratories where, out of social, cultural and
religious forms converging there on a world-wide basis, new answers are
constantly formulated and tested out for the moral and symbolic
predicaments of people uprooted from once closely-knit and meaningful
communities (cf. Shorter, l99I ; ter Haar, 1991). The present paper
suggests that in this process of re-orientation and re-anchorage, organised
religion may yet have a cruciai role to play.
The present paper pretends no more than to indicate certain descriptive
and analytical themes as might be clarified by such a project. For this
3. Cf. Dillon-Mallone, C.M., 1978 ; Johnson, W.R., 1974, 1977,1979;Jules-
Rosette,8., 1975a, 1975b,1977,1979, 1981 ; and, less specifically on Lusaka,
Verstraelen-Gilhuis, G., 1982.
_ 4. More recently I had the opportunity of pursuing these topics in extensive
anthropological field-work in a different Southern Afrièan urbán context, ihat ofBotswana's
rapidly growing Francistown ; cf. van Binsbergen, W.M.J., 1991a, l99lb, 1993a, 1993b.
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purpose, I shall follow a line of argument that has proved useful and
illuminating in the context of Zambian urban studiess. I shall start out with a
detailed presentation of relatively unprocessed material focusing on just one
urban protagonist. Such data retain something of the real life of urban
Zambiq and allow us to become familiar with at least one of its inhabitants,
while at the same time structural relations and contradictions can be seen at
work which, despite their unique bearing on this particular case and
individual, yet can be shown - in the subsequent discussion and conclusion -
to be fairly representative for the Zambian urban structure as a whole.
Significant changes have occurred in that urban setting since the date
of the field-work in the early 1970s. The United National Independence
Party, then the ruling party and in controi of much of the social process
especially in the squatter areas where formal state structures were lacking,
has retreated to a minority position. The hardening of class lines and the
decline of the Zambian economy over much of the 1970s and 1980s has had
a tightening effect on urban reception structures of migrants and on urban
relations in general ; awareness of AIDS has translated these attitudes to the
sexual sphere, where far greater reticence can now be observed. Yet with
these correctives, the interrelations between church and urban social cofitrol
as explored in the present paper would appear to be far from obsolete.
Continuity and transformation in the sociology of urban Zambia
In this exploration, our leading question will be : what is the stuff that
Zambian urban society is made of ? In this part of the African continent,
towns (as structurally and functionally complex and heterogeneous large-
scale concentrations of human habitation) only came into being during the
colonial period. Towards the end of that period the state's initial urban
influx control (cf. Heisler, 1974) waned, and it ceased to exist entirely when
Zambia attained Independence in 1964. How did the several million of
Zambian urbanites (for many of whom their urban existence remained
sandwiched between a ruraL youth and an equally rural retirement phase)
cope with the problem of creating and maintaining a more or less viable
pattern of urban life ? For the purpose of our present discussion I should
like to take the obvious economic determinants of urban life (in terms of
labour migration, rural-urban flows of cash and labour power, and the
organisation of the urban, national and world economy) for granted, and
concentrate on the more strictly sociological dimensions of urban life:
patterns of social organisation that give rise to broad social categories,
whose more or less enduring interrelations - both formal and informal, and
5. Cf. Epstein, 4.L., 1969 ; Mitchell, J.C., 1969; I have earlier used this approach in
a context of the ethnography of urban and rural health care in Zambia : van Binsbergen,
w.M.J., 1979.
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against the background- of values and coilective representations of variousorgrns and in a senerar state of flu^, a""ommodation uná 
"r,ãng" 
_ patternthe specific inrerãctions 
'&;; 
i"oi"io'i"¡ rownsmen (heads of househordsas we' as their co-reside.nt oepen¿àntsl. In this context, where mosturbanites can still be considere¿ to u-. Ëiutlvely recent migrants from rural
,*iji 3#i"ä?y*ïå.ï:ro see ar reasnhe ¡"iíá;_;;#"i;ä* of urban
(a) urban transformations of rural patterns of social relations in thedomestic, kinship and ethnic apt".".'-' Hqrrwrrrù vr ruL;r i [
(b) urban transformations of rural-based forms of formal, <<modern>organisations, such as represented by e.g. churches, poriticar parties andother voluntary associatio"t i" .'tãt ãotnr",nporary rurar peopre used toparticipate before migrating to to*n.-^' -"
(c) Specificallv urban-based formal, ..modern> voluntary organisations _which rnay or rnãv not be 
"ono"r-iiäur'îi*n rheir rurar "ountJ.pu.tr. If so,these organisations may represent a welcome continuity between rurar andurban life - e.g. urban-rnigtunts rinat"ä; urban reception structure in anurban congregarion or u Jnu."À iüàv^i,iä'rready joined when srilr <backhome>. However. when such ;;;;í";; is uts",it,-u;;";;ig;unrs rnaybecome specifica'v. inu"rulå ;;';;;'ä. differenr urban-baíed forrnarorganisations as a hallmark of their becoäing ,iuánit"r,;ir"*i"g them to
Í^:T:,-lt"selves, tn,,:l*. or lir"-stvi", iori-tlcar ;J;¿;;;;ä goals andrncentlves, values and perceptions, in their new, ur¡un ,ooiui-rfu.u and toenter into effective urbån soôial r.iuiìonrrup, whose referents u.! no longerlargely derived from a,urui oiigirl
(d) Emanating from the politicar and administrative centre of the post-colonial srate rhere are formal orluni*rion, ,u"t uî"iñ""-uni.ipuradministratio*,.rhg p:L:" 
":d rh" j;Ë;;i (in rhe specific form of urbancourts) in which rhe new urbanites"may ãíty p"riptr-i"riv ão åïcasionallyparticipate, as clients. but which y"1-r-oÏ üäsi¿erable extenr ser rhe confines
l:i lt" emerging parrerns of rrbän reroiã"*nip, the inhabitanrs of rhe newand expanding townships engage in.
" .on" 
would expect 
-that out of the interplay between these and simirarractors' new and specifically uruan fatteinlãr io"iul r"lriiå"rï"îä emergedrn town, which on rhe one hand iater for the ;;;; ii;il;åî"inrorrul,spheres of domesric rife, neighåf iåru,ion, 
"ná 
iü"-rîiuìiuring orrelatively smat-scare.structuiar nicrr"s 
-lwards, 
-compounds, sections,suburbs), and on rhe orher n""Jilr* tüãr"Li".o phenomena of rhe urban
:::1"- '".the 
broad organisarionar and pàiiti.ur pafterns of rnodern zambiansoclety at large.
Here the fundamental theoretical and descript ive puzzre revolves on the
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relative importance of continuity and transformation. Already since
Mitchell's masterly study of The Kalela Dance on the Zambian Copperbelt
(1956)6 we have known that rural cultural and social-organisational elements
are never introduced stock, lock and barrel into the urban scene.
Particularly patterns of ethnic perception and inter-ethnic interaction in the
urban environment do no emulate rural models but take on totally new
forms, largely determined by the one-stranded and selective, individual-
centred nature of urban social (network) contacts within an overall
framework of capitalist relations of production and consumption. Likewise
(precisely because of the constraints of urban housing and differential
individual insertion in the urban economy and status system) kinship and
family life in town can only to a limited extent be expected to follow the
pattern of village life in which the urban migrants were, nonetheless, raised
and to which they will often return upon retirement. On the ideological
level, rural notions of power and causation, supernatural intervention, evil
and healing could be expected to lose much of their applicability when the
people who carry these collective representations âcross the urban
boundaries : into a sphere of social life where the effects of formal
bureaucratic power and authority, and the scientific principles of causation
underlying modern technology and health care, Ioom rather larger than they
tend to do in even conternporary African villages.
The emphasis on urban transformation, and the very term urbanism,
would already seern to imply that modern African, including Zambian,
urban life has taken on characteristics sui generis, which no really
significant reference any more to rural social-structural and ideological
inputs.
Yet urbanites' continued interaction with their rural kin, and their much-
documented capability of resuming their rural existence, suggest a very
considerable continuity between town and country - as if the transformation
of rural forms in the course of their urban existence is far from
irreversible, and retains detectable traces of the rural input. Or, again, as if
between town and country in South Central Africa a considerable cornmon
ground - a deep structure ? - of social forms and ideology has evolved,
elements and potentialities of which may be selectively and situationally
stressed according to whether one finds oneself in town or in the village,
without denying the considerable underlying unity and continuity.
The determinants of the dialectics I am hinting at here, have rather
eluded scholarly analysis. So far we have only just begun to spell out the
rules of seiection and transformation that appear to govern the interplay
between the urban migrants' rural input, formal voluntary organisations,
and the state, as the three major sociological determinants of urban social
relations (in addition, again, to economic factors). Admittedly, scholarship
has addressed the differential recourse to either rural or urban mystical
explanations of misfortune (Parkin, 1975 : 24-7 and references cited there ;
6. N4"* recently the same theme was taken up by Argyle, J., l99l and Matongo,
A.B.K., 1992.The locus classicus on these issues is: Gluckman, H.M., 1971.
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again the pioneering work was done by Mitchell, 1965), and what appliesthere might be construed to apply tá otner urp""r, ãiìt""uruun/rurardynamics as welr. parkin casrs rhe iírtial findingi'* äi, p;* i" rhe formof the following hypothesis :
<The more alienated. a migrant group is from the poritical and economiccontrol of the city ,n *T.n.,,-worËs 1...¡, rhe.more lit"iylt'ir,'*hen usingmystical explanations of misfortunes, to ascribe them to rural rather thanurban causative agents. This must urru_" that the gr;"p;r"i;, some ruralinterests and that at reast some of its ;;mbers circulate between t'wn andcounrry. The corollary would be that rhe politically ao_inuniî;;'ffi;"discovers" a larger proportion of urban causes or simpry makes rittledisrinction between thern án¿ rural ones. (...) Ail rhis resrs óiiíhr'urru.ptionthar rownsmen conceptuarise behaviou. unã ;;i"* ";r";;iig oifferentbetween town and country.n (parkin, tSlS : ä.¡
Indeed' the rerative amount of transformation, and of continuity, thatindividual actors dispray in their own structuring of their urbanrelationships, is likely ìo Le rerated to the security or insecurity of theirfoothold in the urban power structure and econorñy, ìn"ii"itin or ruralstatus aspirations, their croseness or distance vis-à-vis to the urban andnational political cenrre, and their relarions wirh orhers r-iÀ.ànir- urbanitesand villagers) from rhe san're home area but in ainerent iirîslï of ur¡anadaptation than themselves. But even so one might ue surp.ii"J at-the extentof rural^continuity one finds even among the rãrativerv ir*litv,'poliricalry
successful town dweileTs- - gven if they ñave underpinrie¿ trreii ctlnmitment
P"ï:9^ï,1 lt*, Ot an ideologicat conversion to á world religion such as
:n.rlshalllT' r he approach as sumrnarised by parkin is baseä on far toonglo a drstlnctlon between.urban and rural, not only as analytical tools butalso as cognitive projections inro rhe participaits' -inár. lt fails toappreciate the situationar narure of this distinctiàn, rh" ;dJitiior urbanand rural traits to remain dormant or ratent in some situatións uít to sp.ingforth in others, all involving the same actors. It underplays ideorogical,
symbolic and cosmologicar irnprications which cannor b"i;álli;;duced roepiphenomena of political andãconomic factors at work in town ; nor does
ll:l^t.il:", the. ìmportance of such formal orguniruìià;; óls. tnurches)mrough whrch these ideological dimension ténd to be itrñctured andexpressed. It fails to appreciate that sorcery is an idiorn not oJy of power
and success but also of morality and hence of social control. À-ríinor pointfinally: with referen"" rg.!u:?{3, rhe concept of a dominunt irlrllroup (as
the local.complement of parkin's migrant gioup coming in from outside ofthe town's immediate sunoundings) ¿"oes nõt upþty, ro,îin", tt" 
"r"ation 
ofEuropean farms in rhis area in itre first decád^e'of rhi; ;en;;;tihe rocalethnic groups (Sala, Lenje, soli) have been ecripsea uy *igi;nis'rrl- ott 
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A glimpse of Lusaka life in the 1970s
In order to introduce these various themes in the urban sociology of
modern Zambia,I have selected, from among my Lusaka field data, iiong
monologue, by <Mrs. Evelyn Phiri7". This complex statement has not beeñ
picked for the attractiveness of Mrs. Phiri's character, her exemplary nature
as a christian, or the consistency with which she tells her tale. yet her
personality, the irresistibly contradictory way in which she presents her
case, along with her frankness and irascibility, may turn out to hàve a beauty
of their own, recognisable for us across cultúral and linguistic divides.
Methodologically, the approach cannot be cailed anything but.exploratory
: a close-reading of the words of only one - albeit loquacious - inforrnani.
On the surface, this long monologue would appear to throw light upon the
urban life of only one, particularly well-to-do, lady with political and social
aspirations way beyond those of ordinary Lusaka townsmen and
townswomen. Mrs. Phiri should be seen as combining extreme ends of a
whole bundle of ranges and continua. And this applies to many aspects of
her situation, such as : income ; housing situation (living in a spacious and
solid house owned by her and her husband, in a brand-new suburb.where
social relations are still in the first stages of crystallising ; personal political
power ; status incongruence as compared to her husband (cf. Glazer
Schuster, 1979) ; age; perhaps even her massive capability to hide the real
facts of her life behind idealised statements of rules and principles. This lack
of representativeness should not deter us at the present stage of our
exploration. In certain other respects Mrs. Phiri's situation is fairly
representative. At the time of the research, shortly after the creation of the
one-party state, many Lusaka townships went through the final throes of
accommodation between UNIP and pre-existing rival political parties, but
Kapemperere had been UNlP-dominated frorn the beginning ; rnoreover it
largely housed urban migrants from Eastern Province. As a UNIP leader
from the east Mrs. Phiri is very well at home here. Similarly, her position
as a member of a well-established church body (the Roman Catholic church)
is far from exceptionals.
7. Author's research archive, 'Usoco Red Notebook I', interview no 2i, Mrs. Evelyn
Phiri, born in Eastern Province c. 1925, ethnic affiliation Chewa or Nsenga ;interviewèd
13.4,1972, in her house in Kapemperere, no other informants present, language Nyanja.
Mrs. ?hiri's name is a pseudonym. All personal names used in this papeì are lik'ewise
pseudonyms, and so is the name of Kapemperere township ; the other Lusaka townships
mentioned have however retained there real names. Faragraphs have been numbered betweèn
parentheses in order to facilitate cross-references.
8. Churches in Lusaka range from (a) established mission churches with a world-wide
coverage.(e.g. Roman Catholic Church, Reformed Church, Anglican Church, Scottish
Presbyterian Church - a further classification would be needed with regard to degree of
fundarnentalism, pentecostalism, attitude vis-à-vis secular life and the African cultural
heritage, etc.), via (b) an intermediate range of churches whose foci of control, finance and
sPread wer-e to be found outside Zambia but which, in terms of politics and class, have less
of an establishment position in Zarnbian society (e.g. watch rower, New Apostolic church,
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In this context it is even.rargely immaterial whether Mrs. phiri,s accountof her religious and poriticair""¿Ëirirìp and of her srruggres wirh herhusband, son, arrines, i"ier,oáui'ïn¿"öirri".r ;;;i;'d#iËJîì w¡tn tnewhole truth and nothing uít trr. trrdr; ãi;;"^, ir does nor - as orher daraat my disposar crearry- indicate. wioi- tt' l*portqnt is that, even in herpartiølly a-4tpicar sociat position, ,n"'-¡*åies coilective representations and.structurql features of co.ntempor"ry lo^,iio, 
1if, iiiri"l,"orl,,fortiripor,observation and auantitott* surí$-'àîm ,rro* to have a very wideapplicabitirv' and which 
""å" når'",,J*iirio i*pr.rs her audience do norseem [o have distorted beyond I.""ogniti,ri.-"
l\r[rs. Evelyn phiri's rnonologue
(1) <<I can tell you prenty about church life in rhis township, since I am rheIeader of carhoric Àcfion h;t. ihìs rs a very new rownsrrip, you cansee rhar tt'" p.3g1" are sr'r mouint-in, so our Action here has nor yersrarred ro funcrion properly ; we aie wairi"g i;;.riä",iîi *ni"t l, ,obe held next week.(2) <As far as Action is concerned, our main work is to visit and herppeople. Throughout Kapernpereie there are leaders of Action : eachsectionr' has its own leader'. we hâve a regurar weekry schedure forour acriviries : on Tuesdays we 
"iri, ,t".e"åplä, åîii; ìieanesdayswe meer as a comrni*ee in order to submiirefJ;r;;"fi;ii"gr.(3) <Among the peopre *" ui.iiãr À;;;; u." christians who have treft the
Aposrolic Fairh church) to, finaìry, (c) a rarge grgup 
.o.f numerically sma' independentchurch bodies' often thá resurt oiiirì,J öi,i.iiå'à"*bia or elsewhóre in sóuth cenrratAfrica) frorn churches belonging_ tó tt" àttËiì*o-typ... or from splits within rhis rhirdcaresorv itself. The discussioá di M* Þhil;; 
"äå íËori¿ n;; 
"Ë 
;rk# ,;,öry thar rhesame pattern of social control and n.g"iiäiiån Jiär."r-uu..äi;rdi.ì;;ï.ä,iiiiruity *ouroapplv equalrv ro the second una tni.åäiJlo,ili','öi,¡ ;Liq;;itd;;;;î.ìtäil,uu,i.ty unaheterogeneiry cail for. rrrose ctrurc't-.;"tiä?;; ro observe much firmer boundariesbetween rheir membershin and rhe Ëe;;;;;"ìliäî.non-uan.renrs, ro be more some aloofvis-à-vis rhe srare and rhà party., anã-tó-bä'r"åiË'J*ir.ir, serecrive an¿ inroieiånt vis_à_vistraditionar elemenrs. However. íÉ. .rt¿riril.ä;hr;âi., (category a) dominare on rhe Lusakachristian scene : e.s.- , .unab* ruäfËäÏ"1åiiåi"rr"en_subjected ro deprh inrerviewsturned our to contain-í02 christians ltiz v"¡,oì*nãn-,-or" ril'h;rì;r*j;r1îL.i.". sr u"¡were Roman catholics : nutnort resàarcüär.t iiå'iuruanizarion, church aid,iocial control: A survev of Lusaka. zambia, r9.ïilsiü,,iärv"àrluantítative resulrs - part l. uSocoresults book rI" p. 53. A footnote ber"* g,u.,;'d;Lr breakdown of rhese resurrs.9' Neirher cathoric Acrion nor tr.r. t"eiãn oiÀiäry.(see belowi*" iËãtuîåî'p."uri* toRoman cathoricism in Lusaka arZarnbia;iñ;t;; io.¿ ur-.h", of Iay organizãions whichæe ro be found vinuallv *h...v., Rori;; c;d"ffi;ä has raken root.' l0' Kapempererä, u *u.uru-à!'iilî'ä';ffi;ä" of-Lusaka. in its totarity formed a,ranch' divided up into a number oidiff;rä;;;t;;;;:t,.each secrion consisring o,f a nurnberor wards .' this orsanizarionar srructu;;'il;r#å"riry creared by the uníted Narionarlndep.endence lar[, 1ur.ün¡, b"i ;;;;;r;;;#iåä'iincluding.t'rr.n orguiiiãiCIn. ver lnto many other aspects of life,
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Roman Catholic Church for various reasons, and those who want to
join the church.
(4) <At times, when we are invited to do so, we combine our activities
with the Action groups of other churches : A.M.E., Anglican and
Reformedll. The leaders of the Action groups of these other churches
live nearby in Kapemperere ; Mrs. Ndhlovu for the Anglicans, and
Mrs. Bread for the Reformed Church.
(5) <When a woman does not have a man to support her, Action gives her
food and clothes. When a woman is ill she is assisted to keep her home
clean, e.g. women come sweeping and drawing water for her. This
applies to all people, regardless of whether they are Christians or not.
When a man is in trouble, his wife will come and ask myr husband to
help him. I will cook food for her.
(6) <When a Christian backslides, Action tends to visit hirn or her
continuously until he returns to the ways of the church. Some v/omen
are not allowed to go to church because their husbands are not
Christians or belong to other denominations. In that case a meeting is
held with the husband to persuade him to release fsic/ his wife to go to
church. This is done by the leaders of Action, even by male members
of the church. Both Action and [the] Legion [of Mary] comprise rnen
and women.
(7) <Another important activity is that we help people without relatives in
town, to arrange funerals. At the time of a funeral, all church people
of the township gather together : Reformed, Anglicans and Catholics.
If the deceased is a woman, the women must bathe and dress her
before she is put into the coffin. In case of a man it is men who do
this. If the deceased has left behind any small children, a week is spent
at the deceased's house trying to console them. Prayers are said there
and we prepare food for the children. In the past, children left behind
by a good Christian used to be helped by Action, e.g. in the way of
finding them school placesl2, and taking care of them in every way.
These days this is not done any more.
(8) <When a Christian in town wants to go back to his or her home in the
rural areas, the church does assist e.g. by giving money. For example,
my sister Theresia, who has been an Action member since 1947, was
repatriated to Minga, by the churchr3. She was given K28 when
I l. A.M.E. : African Methodist Episcopal Church, a long-established North American
Christian denomination imported into southern Africa by the end of the nineteenth century,
and among the few Christian churches which unambiguously supported the Zambian
struggle for independence; cf. Johnson, W.R., 1974, 1.977,1979.|n the three churches
mentioned, the lay organizations equivalent to Catholic Action are, of course, called by
different names - contrary to what the respondent suggests.
12. Especially in urban areas, in T.ambia the available number of places at primary and
secondary schools tends to fall short of the actual demand, so people have to be very
resourceful if they want to get their children placed.
13. Minga is a Roman Catholic Mission in Eastern Province, Zambia, c. 300 km. east
of Lusaka.
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famine struck that arear4. AIr this was done by the catholic parish inthe name of the church.(9) <<Marriage is also a very important fierd of a*ivity for us. when ayoung man wants *". T1rry, he approaches the members of Action andrells rhem which girl he-fanciei. The member, *iiii"rì rhe priest,whom we cat Bambots. Action notifies tn" girr;r-pà.ents of suchmarriage arrangemenrs as. are proposed by the í"iãti"ãr^"i rhe boyro.subsequenrry, mare members òr Àction ãr" torJìo-rui.t, ,r,. young
man so that he does not involve himself in unlawful acis with the girl.If the tw_o young people are ever found out trg"tt"., Éumbo is toldand rhe chrisrian marriage as planned is cancellËJ;ï;rlh; girr mighrturn out to be pregnant. At the marriag" 
""."rnonyl 
ihe churchcontributes money and helps the two partieã _"", 
"*prír"r. tf ,h" gi.lis already pregnanr, the cñurch murrìug" is .un""t-lä,-1", 
"r 
coursethe two can still marry as outsiders to the churct, in'tt.'truditional
fashion. If this happeni,.theparents on both sides are excluded fromreceiving Holy Communion fbr a year or so.(10) <Both Legior.ilg_A:rign.g.oupí,p.nt u lor of time advising andpassing judgement on beharf of rhe churcn. rnere r, 
"ioiäoing on inthe church which, if it were reveared to tt" ma¡oriiroiir," churchmembers, wourd caus_e grear scandar. The Legioí ãni Á"ìion try tohush up such matters for the sake of the peopreîo"""r*å^ãn¿ also forthe church. For exampre there are adurtåry iu.". ttrui n"ue, reucrr tn.courts or ordinary members of the church within rup"mp"i"r".(11) <Suppose a man is a catholi", unJ he finds his wife in bed withanother man who is also a catholic. Do you trrint itle vlctim w'limmediately run off to the Urban Court to buy a summonstT ? No,that is not the way of the church. The wronged husband is supposed tocall Bambo and the readers of Legiãn un¿ À"ii* here inKapemperere. These people will discufs rhe cass i" fiiuut", 
^narequest the offender not to do it.again. The owner or tn" nou-r" [sicJ isasked not to bear a grudge againãt the other man. The *"it", sho'ldend there and frienrrship should continue as before. That is how we goabout these matters in the church.
(12) <something like that-happened to myself once. At one time when I wasin rhe family way, Mr. Þrriri, my huiband, sent me to his horne village
urr r.å1. 
K : Kwacha, the Zambian currency ; at the time of the research, Kl equalled about
Sir. 
15. A cathoric priest's professional titre in Nyanja ; the basic meaning of bambo is :
16. Elaborate nesoriations between bride-takers and bride-givers, with a prominenr
::l:^T:iF-":9 lo a rhird" partv.a.ting "s-!olbñàä;, are a weil-known fearure or maritarsystems rn easrern Zambia and Malawi :if. Barnes, f.. tpst ; ";"-Vã;;;;;1,'TîOq.17. courts. both urban a^nd rural 
"n"i, -.--u-"ïir"quentry resorted to in Zambia, arsofo¡ cases involvins a breach 
-of 
respd' Ëãiy ;,.;ity, accusarions of being a sorcerer, etc.For a smail amoint rro.jol ìttäplärir,,ií'nräiÌi,i case, after which the defendant is
W;2.,9,;å#:;rourt 
: ror this reaion initlutingl;ourr case is cailed. in ¿;b;" Enelish,
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in order to give birth there. After the delivery I wrote to Mr. phiri
asking him to send baby napkins. But the only thing he ever sent me
was a letter telling me that I could go to my own villãge when I would
be feeling well again - adding that he did not love meãny more. I was
shocked to receive such a letter. But since I have alwayi been a good
christian I decided to go back to my husband despite his ablupt
decision to dissolve our marriage. when returning to Lusaka I found
that Mr. Phiri was living with another woman. I called in Bambo and
leaders of Legion and Action. After much trouble my husband was
finally convinced thar he was living a life of sin. He got rid of the
woman he was keeping and took me back as his wife. Since then we
have always lived peacefully as good Christians. ,
(13) <Besides marriage, we also take care of sorcerers. when a member is
found out by other church members to possess evil powers of sorcery,
he is approached by the leaders of the Legion and Àction, and by the
priest. we talk and talk and talk, until he clearly sees that christiânity
and practising sorcery do not go together. It is really very difficuit
for this person, for he tends to believe that if he stóps committing
sorcery, he will diet8. we ask him ro pray often. His medicine is takeñ
away from him and burnt.
(14) <<You can really believe me : such things are happening time and
again. Do not believe those people who say that sorcèry does not exist.
I have seen it with my own eyes, in Malawi, where my father carne
from. There was a man who had the power to catch sorcererslg. He
would blow his horn in the four diiections of the globe and all
sorcerers would come running, bringing to this man all that they used
for their evil work : roots, horns, parts of the human body, whàtever.
The repenting sorcerer would then be given a small cut on the
forehead2O, and if he would ever practise witchcraft again he would
surely die.
(15) <I myself have evil spirits (mashabezt). lf a person who practises
witchcraft comes near me I will know it immediately. My hair stands
on end, then, and my whole body behaves in an extraordinary way. If
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a witch would ever come to my house at night I would at once wakeup and confront him outside. when one of my reratives at home is sickor dies I always know without being told, and as a rure I wiil have tordothers about iì two or three days-ü8fore word about rhe death reacheshere from home.
(16) <<No, these evil spirits I have, have no effect on my religious life.Mine do not need a1y-dancing to the sound of drums iike many othersdo. The larrer are forbidden-by the church. sr;ú;õre who haveevil spirits wourd insrantþ be Lnocked to the g.;dJií;ey rried romake the sign of a cross. Éut mine are different](17) <<Sometimes however they give n," ãn 
"no.*ous 
physical strength that
i_s.very frightening to othérþeople. Let me give you an example.(18) "I have a son who was born in tg+l andïho"is no*, *orting as ashunter on rhe railways here in Lusaka. H" ;; *".ìi"a to thedaughrer of one. of oui neighbours. I a'anged ir,"ii-*-.iuge in ach¡isrian way, despite the Iact that the pu.ãni. 
"i-it"'Ëirr are norreligious at all.(19) :,1! o"9-stage.Ty.son had to go for rhree monrhs of rraining inKabwezz. 
"" f{, 
his.wife in m-y care..I toof. ttð ì"rponsibility offeeding and crorhing this young wóman.since-my son Jii"ãt send any
Toney from Kabwe ; during this time his wife d";; ii.;h,';".(20) <I did all the housework. I cleaned the house and cooked food andwashed the plates.^r\4y dalrghter-in-raw woke up in tn"--o.ning, madeher bed' ate breakfast and ivent to her mother nearby. r *t"ra cail herfor lunch and supper. she never borhered to ruJ uf aiter"Àears. r di¿nor mind ar ali becaüse I rhought : "This is ¡,rsi ,'yãï"!'gi.r who isstill immature to do houseworkl'
(2r) 
'<when there was onry one week left before my son was to returnfrom Kabwe, things were really starting to go baã. O;" J"y I sent mydaughter R'osemary to go and call hãr siJter-in-law for runch. Mydaughter-in-law.tord Roiemary to go and teil her Mama to stuff herlyn$ up her private parts insiead õf bothering h.. ;i;ii"';e was arthe house of her own mother. Rosemary camã back 
".ying 
and told
me- everything. I still did not care. Later on my daught"í-inlru* 
"u*.and starred shouting ar me. she wenr back ro Ír", ,";ìÀ;rb house andlater all her relatives came to me. Mrs. Tembo, n'y ,on;, *other-in-Iaw, wanred to fight with me bur I refused, b;il;; i*u, Åling on utrip to chipataz: where my brother was taken ill ; and u"si¿Es I felt no
need fo fight over nothing. However, Mrs. Tembo rrit me iwi"e in tt eface before I lost my-temper. I grabbed her and started working onher. i hit her with my head in heistomach, and she feil to tne ground.I grabbed her rhroar and rore her clorhes. sii p;õi; iio* t,lrr.Tembo's house (including her ord mother, rh.;;"ihã'Áulonty on*eye) came to her rescue but I beat them all. I used anything that I
-- 
?,r:^b*eisarowngro¡e-tle zambian<lineof rail>>,c. i50krnnorthofLusaka.23. Chipata is the capital õf ZamUia'JeasærriÈiouin...
18. Implicit reference is made to the belief, widespread in Southem Central Africa, that
being a sorcerer means that one has a personal, and inäissoluble, contract with an invisible
so.rcer.y familiar; the sorcerer provides the familiar spirit with the means to harm and kill
other human beings, in exchange for secret benefits ieaped by the sorcerer. If the sorcerer
attempts to break the terms of the contract, he or she, tob, is iupposed to fall victirn to the
familia¡.
19. on witch-finding, a widespread institution in South central Africa, cf. van
B-ìnsbergen, w.M.J., 1981 : ch. 4, and ieferences cited there. The analytical anthropological
distinction between sorcerer and witch was not made in the Nyanja disðourse.
20. V/itch-finding in twentieth-century Malawi as a rule combines Christian or Biblical
elements with autochthonous. ones,.and it may not be too far-fetched to interpret this small
frontal tattoo partly as emulating Cain's sign (Genesis 4 : l5).
21. The informant here refers to cults of affliction, a dominant religious idiorn in
tw^entieth-century South Central Africa; cf. van Binsbergen, W.M.J., l98l-: ch. 4-7, and,
references cited there.
re_
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could lay my hands on, ro beat them with. I badly beat my daughter_in-law and hit the grandmother in the face. tvtrs. temuo's party
:iuÍ"9 breaking all my windows. The police eventually itopp"à tf,êfight, because the youthza could not do so.(22) <I had not a scratch on me but the others were bleeding from cuts.
Mrs. Tembo had a big cut on her foreheadzs.
(23) <The matter was. lãter taken up with the Kapemperere branch
chairman and section leaders. Mri. Tembo'r purty wäs found to be
wrong and asked to pay for the damage done to .y horr". I however
lefuqed any compensarion because I im a christiaå and because Mrs.
Tembo's daughter is married to my son.
(24) <The church leaders did not bothei with this case at all. They were all
convinced that I was not to blame for the conflict, uut rrã¿ merery
been defending myself.
(25) <<However, Mrs. Tembo's party came together and decided they should
summon me to court_for the injuries I had inflicted upon them. when
the summons came I showed it to the branch chairman who calred
Mrs. Tembo and told her she had done wrong to summon me to cor¡rt
since it was clearly she who was in the wrong and not me !
Figure 1 - The case of Mrs. phiri, Kapemperere township
.A. o ,Afather from Malawi mother in village :oI mother
I participating
$infisht^ArTheresi¿ Mr Fhirirepatriated section
vice chairmen
Mrs Phiri brother










^^,^-ll_Il: ry,"!h,wing of uNrp ; here reference is made to irs self_appointed role ofenlorcrng law and order in the townships.
,_ .,,-2f: Ih" artful literary parallel beìween Mrs. Tembo and the exposed sorcerers earlierrn tnrs account cannot be accidental : according to the logic of Mrs. phiri's account, her
opponent is taken to be a sorceress !
---=l-
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(26) <At the court I was acquitted, and Mrs. Tembo was very much blamed
for the irresponsible way she had handled the situation. we both had
to pay K3 to the court.
(27) <<From then on the hatred between us has persisted, at least from Mrs.
Tembo's side. our husbands do talk to eaòh other but we women, we
do not. In the past I used to buy sugar, meat and, mealie-nteøl for Mrs.
Tembo26. Not that she ever did anything in return... But now every
form of friendship is cut.
(28) <<when my son returned fronn Kabwe I told him everything that had
happened. He went to his wife's parents and there he was mãde to eat
food mixed with medicine. This medicine was given to him so that he
should only love his wife and her relatives, and would not care any
more for his own relatives. From that day my son woùld have nothing
to do with us, his parents, nor with his younger brothers and sistersl
but he continuously assists his wife's relatives.
(29) <I am not worried about this because I do have money and can afford
to educate my children without the help of their elder brother. t buy
second-hand clothes from town, from expatriates who sell everything
as they leave the country. These clothes I sell again here in the
township. In this way I make a lot of money, believe me ! Every
month's end I am left with K200 or more. I give some of this rnoney
to Mr. Phiri so that he can bank ir. Some I put into the bank myseli
and the remainder I use to buy more second-hand clothes. you have
seen rny small shop next to the house, where I sell groceries. Now I
want to open a larger grocery within Kapemperere.
(30) <<The other reason why I am not worried about my son's behaviour is
that my mother does have the medicine to win him back. V/hen the old
lady comes to visit here from home she will bring the medicine with
her. This medicine she shall give to her grandson, pretending that it is
for good luck : that it will make him get promoted or be loved by
anyone at his place of work. She will just put it in his tea or his
porridge2z. After my son will have taken this medicine, he will soon
realise that he has been neglecting his parents because of his wife. In
this way he will start assisiing hiJparents and forget about his wife's
relatives and even perhaps finally divorce his wife. Then she will have
what has been coming to her anyway !
(31) ..Such an ungrateful hussy ! As if I am nor always helping many
people, wherever they come from. There are always people coming to
my home, seeking help or asking for something. All right, many
people who come here just want to buy from my small grocery, and
from them I ask money, of course. But there are still many others for
whom I do many things just free of charge.
26. Cf. next footnote.
27. Nshima, the Zambian staple food prepared from meal (normally maize meal, called
mealie-meal in south cenrral and Southerñ Aftica), water and salt. Foi a study of magical
medicine in a context of urban family life, cf. Keller, 8., 1978.
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(32) <For instance, there was this wornan who came all the way from
Kasama2s in order to see some specialists at university Teaching
Hospital. she was very ill. she was staying with her sisterie who lives
next door to me. The husband of the woman from Kasama never came
to see her. until the day she died. Her sister could not bathe and clothe
her before she was put into the coffin, saying that she had never
before performed such tasks and that she wôr-rlã not start that day3o.
!h9 was terribly scared to handre a dead body. well, it was me who
did all this for her. The dead woman's husband arrived that day and
he was very thankf*l to me" He wanted to give me rnoney and
medicine to cleanse me from [the supernatural pollution contracted
whenlhandling the dead body. But beòause I arnã religious woman I
refused all these offers.
(33) <or take the case of this woman whose husband deserted her. .These
t_wo people came from I ivingstone3 I and were on their way to
chipata, when the man disappeared leaving his wife stranded at
Kamwala Bus station3z. The wife inquired irom people where she
c_ould find Legion people and she wai directed to- Kapernperere. In
Kapemperere people took her to my house, for I arn the ^leâder of
.'A'ction. I looked after this woman well, giving her food "and K6 to
return to Livingstone. only last week I received a letter from this
woman thanking her for the service I had done.
(34) <<You know what ? People cannot fail to recognise it in the end, if you
are really a good christian and care for your neighbours and even
strangers. That is why I could become the woman's vice-Marna-
chairman, here in Kapemperere. And I just heard from inforrned
sources that a group of wornen has decided to elect me as full
chairman in the next elections. The present chairman wishes to resígn
for personal reasons. My husband, Mr. phiri, is also an important rnanin politics around here. Ftre is vice-chairman of our section in
Kapemperere. He is also vice-chairman of businessmen in
Kapemperere.
(35) <Mr. Ternbo used to be chairman of that section but was voted down
because he had no respect for his people and was not helpful. only
recently he and his wife were involved in a subversive act. They
28. Kasama is the capital of Zambia's Northem province.
29.-Implied is : a classificaÍory sister ; the kin relation was fairly close, but not that of
biological sisters.
. .30..In many parts of_Zambia, such funerary tasks are never performed by close
relatives.but by.members of a specific clan with whom the deceased!s clan has u¡oning
relationship. This may have been a structural reason why the bereaved ,wo¡¡án in thié stor!
could not prepare.thebody for.burial, although the narratordiscusses the episode merely at
the level of the <<sister's>) individual preferencès and experiences.
31. Livingstone is the capital ófZamb:a's Southem province.
32. The main bus station in Lusaka, near the town centre, and c. l0 km from
Kapemperere ;,the advise to travel from Kamwala to Kapemperer" in'oiã"r io ,nàk".onru.t
with, the Catholic Legion hardJy sounds realistic - literatiy húndreds or itrourãnãi of Lusakaresldents llve much closer to Kamwala than Kapemperere-is.
--ffi
*"""å'r;|åibe¡s between parentheses refer ro numbered paragraphs in h{rs. phiri,s
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prepared a torch to so and burn down somebody.s house. Thev r
ffi,'Íi,1,î-J;Jift" and their ";";;';";';;;h ;ñ *åd,ì













(36) <Really, I do feel so sorry for Mr. Tembo because he is out of woand has no means_of p.óuiãìnj'Orön, for his farnily. Mr. phikeeps urging Mr. Temb" to ììñ¿"*äk quickry for rhe sake of rrchildren' It is not.good to let vo"ì ro"-i"-law carry the whole burdeof supporting his iñ.-raws, 
"u"rí 
io ìrrää^r"", of negrecting his duties ,his own parents and younger il;h"* äo srsters lo
Ðiscussion33
Mrs. Phiri's monorogue highnights, in a comprex manner, our abov
i,irî,ïJ:: 
of elemenrs 
""r ";rñiii"änä,irunrrormarion in the ûrban socia
The first part concentrates on the estabrished christian churches in thttownship' and parricurarrv their i;r;;ö;;"iions. The church appears undera number of different bui rerated 'nü;*;;r" 
"s 
a locar formar organisation
ffijl1;:i:;1;":Hii:ind i deor ogic,i/ipi,it""i ";*;äää.ñiu ry u,,





I ¡n"r. ch¿irman (uNtF)
@ vice-chairmðn (UNlp)
chåirmàn (UNlp)
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A local fonnal organisatiorz
First the church (and within the church particularly the lay organisation
whose social process appeared to be firmly in the control of local Zambians
of the township (8) is presented as a social field whose territorially-based
organisation and formal status hierarchy offer new opportunities for
leadership, prestige and power, within the context of a bureaucratic logic
that also pervades other sectors of the modernZambian society (2).
Figure 3. - Topographical references in this chapter
As the township is being formed and its administrative territorial layout
defined, formal religious organisations appear, as if to saturate the new
social space thus created. (1) The local, urban organisation of the church
derives from and strictly follows a non-religious administrative
organisation : that of the dominant political party. (2) Kapemperere, a
suburb at the eastern fringe of Lusaka, in its totality formed a branch,
divided up into a number of different sections, each section consisting of a
number of wards ; this organisational structure was primarily created by the
United National Independence Party (UNIP), but was soon carried over into
many other aspects of life, including church organisation. The
correspondence between the church and th¿ overall formal organisational
pattern of the centîe of contemporary Zambian society is invoked, in the
account, in terms of a bureaucratic logic (2), e.g. the patterning of time
according to a universal calendar, which dictates a fixed and repetitive
routine of activities ; and the formal, stilted language in which these
activities are described and endowed with the respectability that ultimately
derives from bureaucratic, legal authority in the sense of Max Weber
(196e).
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Yet, as we sha' see.berow, organisational boundaries are not jealousiymaintained, and a considerable con"ve.g"*á berween 
"t"i.rràr,-"n¿ 
berweenchurches and other voluntary organñations is hinted at in Mrs. phiri,saccount.
The opportunities this offers for the generation of status and powerwithin the township wilr become clear in thå course of our discussion.
A st_ructure of materiøl and ideological/spiritual assistance
Next the church is described ãs a structure of material andideological/spiritual assistance (2).
Here the church's universalism is emphasised: its activities are notconfined to members, but extend to former and potentiat - 
"16"rrr+. 
(3)Towards the end of Mrs..phiri's account, the universali;r;;^lh" churchidiom is further expresse_d by geographical ieferences that stretch across thevast Zambian terrirory (32, 33j.
Thus the church constitutes an urban-based organisation that seeks tomaintain its membership, and to expand it by appropriate services to non-members (3).
These assistance functions of the church are realised in close co-operationwi.th 
!\e_ lay organisations of certain other locar churches within thesuburb35. These churches may have a similar orgunitutiånul structure,
34. The inclusive attitude vis-à-vis non-members may be a characteristic of theseestablished churches, and is cerrainly not a charäãi"iirti" of2"-b,"il;;;h;rches as awhole l cf. Lons r1968) on.rür'atchtówer 
"*"1*io"n"* in ru¡ar areas. Many independentchurches form símilar sóct-like to"iul 
"n.hu"ìlö;i;. other hand, openness rowards non_members is a useful means to make converts
35' Some rough indication of the relative distribution of churches in Lusaka, althoughno_t specifically in Kapemperere, can ue gathered üõm the followi"j táirlããäriied from asam_ple_survey among r6.5 Lusaka mareleads of household, 
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ideology and history (they are established mission churches under North
Atlantic or South African dominance) ; yet it is remarkable that this
ecumenical co-operation is achieved across major organisational and
historical lines : the Protestant churches belong to the Christian Council of
Zambi4 of which the Roman Catholic Church is not a member. (4) V/ith
regard to the local urban community denominational distinctions tend to
become rather blurred.
The church as a relief organisation (5, 7) offers crisis support (in cases
of illness, death, funerals, destitution, etc.) which in other (particularly :
rural) Zambian situations is provided by kin, clans, neighbours ; and which
in urban Zambia, as elsewhere in the modern world, may also be offered by
a variety of voluntary organisations, including political partiesS6, or by the
state. In this respect the church's lay organisation may be said to offer" in
town, a functional alternative for <traditional>> rural forms of social
organisation - with this proviso that also in heavily Christianised rural areas
of origin the same church-based alternatives can be seen to operate : church
women's groups are not a typically urban phenomenon inZambia. In other
words, along with a transformation of rural <traditional> forms we see here
a continuity of rural <modern> forms as represented by voluntary ,
organisations. However, even this continuity undergoes some transformation
in town, due to the greater ethnic and regional heterogeneity of the urban
scene as compared to the rural areas, the greater flux of migrants and
travellers in town, and the fact that in the rural areas church-based women's
group are more likely to coincide, in part, with local residential and kin
groupings.
The church does operate as a support and reception structure for urban
migrants (7, 33), also to the extend of assisting them in returning to their
village homes when continued urban residence has become undesirable.
In offering these forms of support, the church's tendency to
universalism, further corroborated by inter-denon{national co-operation,
may reveal an aspiration to encompass as much as p'ossible the entire social
life of the township, also in its non-religious aspects. The format in which
this support is offered (by a collectivity of local lay women) makes it all the
easier to merge with the township's overall social process. The practical











36. For their role in this respect in modern Zambia, cf. Jules-Rosette,B., 1977 ;
Harries-Jones, P., 1981. In their offering of essential social services the church lay
organizations (and churches' social activities in general) are not unlike party structures
whose territorial structure they even follow, at least in the case of Kapemperere township. In
fact, there often is considerable competition between church and party at the urban branch
and section level, over the amount of influence each has on the total social life of their
adherents and the township population at large ; in other words, Mrs. Phiri's combination of
religious and political ofhce is not really typical.
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remains crose to the ordinary, secular services kinsmen and neighbourswould offer in such situationr.' ' 
'
But however close these services by the church,s.lay organisations maycome to the traditional rural .kin paítern, the emphatic christian idiomwithin which thev ar€_presented conititutes an essential transformation here.such an idiom piovidår u rru*"J;;k;i;""-rided exchan;;";;;, radicarrydefears the kin-basel::.r:*p,r:.", 
"iLc,ñ;;,;il ö,,i; ,* lay agenrsbestow services without aciepting the apþotriate traditionar payments, andwithout belonging to the sociar 
"ãr"go.ìãã'lrunerary kinsmen,-fixed pairs ofctans rhar srand in a joking ."rutiãn 
-rir 
-à-ri, ó"; ;;;il;.)ìnat in.ttretraditional rurar context are uider the obligation to offer such great servicesfree of charge. rhus rhe.tuy 
";;;rr ;;"r;il9 ;r;;;"* ffifîg non_ri"inhabirants of rhe rownship'- fr;;:uf 
"-"*"r ryhi"h l;; i\d;. Ëffi very weilrealises) can subseorenrly be 
"on";;;ã-il; rerigious and/or poriticar powerwithin rhe suburb fä2, Sq¡.
Also Mrs' Phiri's excessively high income as an entrepreneur3T, we mightsugsests thar, in her case ar teait, tñ" cn¡siian i¿iãÃlït å 
"îg"îìsadonal 
andleadership srrucrure ir orfers J ;h; Ë;i'teuet, ånä-ï" õö;rniries toengage in unequar relationships, have-provided r,". *îü-,-'ite rnajormechanisrn through which ro 
"onu".t ""o*rit¡. .upiot t",' Jää po*.. undpolitical capital wirhin rhe emerging 
"rúãn "ornmunity 
of Kapemperere. Herpicturing of church work and 
"iih; ;õ; àommunity t u, u'rüàîgry elirist,hierarchical flavour (cf. the plss;ä; ä;;;il;"#"dîi,r, o. tr,*condescension rowards po-o."r^p.åpi" tirät atten¿s här serf-image as achristian wornen). This ieflectr ir";'f";;;able aspirarions for srarus andpower both at the domestic and at the cåmmunity lever, and makes her intoan exponenr of rhe emerging class strucrure of zambia;;.b*;;i;ry.The insrrumenrar poienliar of the órrrìrìiun idiom appears ro virrua'yeclipse any specificalþ Christian ;iiñriry. Against the background of theautochthonous worrd-view featuriñg-.ãr""ry, possession spirits andmedicines, Mrs. phiri's brand of crïrirtiuntty concentrates on rules ofconduct' and on formal organisation. Til;;"y befit, perhaps, an ambitiousmember of an estabris.hed mission 
"i,*"t,'uut is by no means a constantfeature of Christianity in Lusaka
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Meanwhile it is remarkable that Mrs. Phiri's account already allows us to
discern a historical pattern in the rural/urban continuity of crisis
intervention by voluntary organisations as a functional alternative to kin
support. She claims that in the past the church would extend its funerary
care to include a quasi-kin responsibility for the surviving children (sc. in
the rural areas), but that this has gone in disuse now. (7) This then is a point
where the quasi-kin aspirations of the church reach a limit, which leaves
room for other (kin-based, humanitarian or state) agencies for crisis
support.
Remarkably, a parallel structure of male and female leadership, and in
general a strict gender-specific pattern of organisation is observed (5, 7)
which does not stem from the logic of the church as a formal organisation
but appears to reflect one of the constants of both urban and rural life in
South Central Africa : a fairly rigid division of labour and of social
organisation between the sexes. Here we encounter an element of continuity,
a rural input that is applied in town without first being totally transformed.
A similar gender parallel returns in the political careers of Mrs. Phiri and
her husband3s (34).
A structure of social control
Finally, the church's lay organisations in the township is presented as a
structure of social control (9, l0).
Here Mrs. Phiri's discussion of <backsliding> (6) is particularly relevant.
In the Zambian Christian idiom, <backslidingo is an expression for an
adherent's failure to live up to the strict moral code imposed by the church :
monogamy, responsible family life, moderate drinking habits, avoidance of
criminal offences, etc. In fighting <backsliding>>, the church is not merely
protecting its membership quota but also exerting a more general form of
social control, which is all the more important in the-expanding urban
environment * a new suburb where neighbourly relations, voluntary
associations and bureaucratic agencies such as the police have not yet been
fully established.
In accordance with a South Central African underlying pattern that
applies both in urban and rural areas, individual's sexual behaviour is to a
considerable extent subjected to public scrutiny and sanctioning. Not only
rape but also adultery and pre-marital sex constitute offences actionable in
formal state courts of law and before such customary, more informal
judicial bodies as may provide functional altematives to such courts : family
moots, the adjudications of village headman and UNIP urban ward leaders.
In contemporary Zambia both in rural_areas and in towns, such informal
38. However, Mr. Phiri's polygamous escapade has since prevented him from
occupying a position of leadership in the church organization his wife is so prominent in.
That his social and political aspirations are comparable to those of his wife becomes clear
towards the end of this interview. If the Christian lay organization provides a major
mechanism for the creation of political capital in the community, as I suggest, this religious
handicap may well explain why his political career lagged behind that of his wife.
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judicial micro-processes can be seen to operate all the time, and domesticand sexual marters are among their main topics. rt is thårefãre highlysignificant that the township church lay organisåtions assãri it!rr"lu", u, ujudicial functionai altern_ative in precisály ñese matters, in a situation where(gj.y"l the tender age of.rhe township) îamily moots ánd *uiJl"u¿"., ur"still imperfectly operative, while ttre urban court is ¡oir, ¿ìstant anagenerally considered to lead to too drastic a breach or n"ighbo*ly and kinrelations to offer real redress. The universalism of the chuích-, its extensionto non-members for material su_pport and for a proselytism generally cast inmoral terms,-.coupled to the rãct that many marriãg". uía oih", se*uulunions are religiously mixefl3e, guaranree the church ;;oy;;ui;hare of theongoing. informal judicial proceJs in rhe emerging to*nrhip '* 
"^'
In addition to the fact that here communár ðoncerns åre þken on by aspecifically organised minority of church leaders withoui u g";;;;i mandarefrom the community, a significant transformation here concerns the
ghu.lcfr's emphasis on ,""r".y. (r0) The latter element does not form atraditional rural patrern¿0, but seems ro relate to the fact it ãt iù- churchpeople's åurhoriry is imperfectry legitimated : it oo", nái-rjring fromtraditional authority, nor from- the poi-colonial state an¿ its ioo,lur judiciar
institutions, and it is exercised in a heterogeneous urban environment wheremany people do nor formally subscribe to ihat authority 
"u"n 
àrirràugh, in aninformal and diffuse mannei, christianity has manageã to become some sortof a Grear Tradition hovering aboíe the miny puiii*i*irtic andautochthonous religious forms aJfound today rcr. uän'einrúã.e;, rqgrl.The secrecy- also protects the internal cohesión of the 
"t 
ur"t m?muerst ip,wh.ich could be. negatively affected if use would be made of exteinar, non-religious agencies of social contror (urban court, but atso ramäy moots) -
1i9,îl the township level these are discouraged by the churci, as Mrs.rnln s statements suggest (l l).
As her account of her own marital conflicts arready indicates, the church-
based structure of social contror may not prevent temporary disruption ofmarital relationships, extramarital sex, concubinage, etc. ; uuí iiooã, offer a
structure of redress which at times may be effective ; in itr¡s purii.utu. 
"ur",
,39.. The^sample survey referred to above yielded the following resurts on churchmembership of spouses :
church metnbership ofspouses cases Vo
husband belongs to a church, wife does not
wife belongs to a church, husband does not
neither husband nor wife belongs to a church
husband and wife belongs to thõ same church
















the cultures of lsouth
nature.of-the judicial process i, u oo*inunlX5no.-r11,1;L,r all over
Central Africa.
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over the pre-marital phase as the institutions of puberty training used to do
in the pre-Christian setting of Eastern Zambia and Malawi. Stipulating very
severe disciplining42 even for the parents of the betrothed in case of pre-
marital sex, it is clear that the church people encroach on and if possible
usurp the parents' responsibility over the would-be spouses. All this of
course must be seen in the light of the Catholic church's then¿3 still absolute
rejection of traditional puberty training and the elements of initiation and
pre-marital sex it may entail (9).
Traditional idioms of power
The lay organisation's desire to wield social control over the domestic,
rnarital and sexual domain combines with an implicit moral obligation to
protect the community from sorcery. In the traditional rural model the
latter has been a typical concem of village headmen and higher-level chiefs.
While the church action against sorcery is presented in an idiom which
suggests that sorcery is unchristian, this does not mean that sorcery no
longer exists as a frame of reference and as a theory of causation. On the
contrary, sorcery beliefs remain a touchstone of community leaders'
political and moral effectiveness, even in town : Mrs Phiri suggests (in line
with an abundance of converging evidence that falls outside our present
scope) that the church people could not exert social control if they would
shrink from the responsibiiity to battle against sorcerers - the greatest evil
perceived traditionally in the societies of South Central Africa ; so here
again continuity and transformation at the same time (13).
The respondent is clearly a\rare of the fact that the sorcery dimension
stems from a source of inspiration outside church Christianity. (14) And she
proceeds to invoke yet another idiom of power, causation and control, that
of spirit possession (15), which, despite its potential for biblical
reinterpretation, is clearly presented as in the domain of traditional rural
continuity. There is a strong suggestion that these traditional idioms
represent, on the part of the respondent, an additional claim to power, meant
to support and augment such power as she derives, in the township, from
42. That disciplining is a tangible reality for Lusaka adherents of Christian churches is
clear from the following figures, derived from the above mentioned sample survey (the 69
missing cases are largely those of non-Ch¡istians, to whom the question does not apply):




43. Since, this attitude has much changed : one of my students, Miss T. Rasing, has
recently studied a case of a Roman Catholic congregation at the Copperbelt, where strongly
historical forms of femaie puberty initiation where pursued by one of the congregation's
formal women's groups (Rasing, T., 1995). Her forthcoming Ph.D. thesis will development
these themes in greater depth. Meanwhile cf. van Binsbergen, W.M.J., 1998, with an
extensive discussion of urban female initiation.
with regard to a type of marital conflict which is very commonplace in
urban Zimbia (12), the effectiveness may be related to the considerable
status benefits the church had to offer both spouses when complying with the
church's intervention.
When aspiring to social control in domestic and sexual matters the
church's lay-organisation in the township again partially emulates the rural
model of kinship. Hence the church agents can offer pre-marital training,
can act as go-betweens between bride-givers and bride-takers (9), and
partially orgánise and finance the wedding. Likewise, when the church laity
ðonfronts aìon-member husband in order to allow the wife to attend church
services, this smacks rather of a kin group scooping down on a stubborn
son-in-law in order to assert a daughter'i personal rights in,the face of
marital pressure.
Howèver, there are clearly two transformations involved here (both
again rather of the modern/traditional than of the urban/rural type) : the
rùles of conjugal behaviour are cast in a Christian idiom (and thus
considerably ãeviate from rural custom (9), and the woman's protagonists-
are only ficiitious (or quasi-) kin. Atthough imitating essential e-lements of
traditional kinship and marital sîructures, the church offers not c
continuation but an alternative.
we ought to appreciate at this point that the church takes on this quasi-
kinship roie not eiôlusively for lack of kinsmen in town. Lusaka, and among
the Lúsaka townships Kapemperere particularly, houses very many people
from a Catholic baókground ánd from Eastern Zambia, many recent urban
migrants can in faci make use of kin-based reception structures when
looking for housing and employment, and it would often be quite easy to
bring tãgether the necessary þeople for an informal family moot. Therefore,
an important factor in the reliance on church-offered alternatives seems to
be thai the townsmen involved are somehow past the stage where they wouid
have sought, and accepted, direct rural intervention: since much of their
urban lifJ constitutes a transformation of rural forms, they would seem to
insist also on transformed patterns of social control and domestic conflict
iegulation. The church then deliberately takes on neo-traditional forms and
puit"*r of social relations in order to aiticulate itself as an alternative quasi-
tin structure emulating but at the same time replacing (and competing with)
the original kin model¿t.
Pari of this process is that a new model of conjugal propriety is
proffered : the Christian marriage, which gives the church agents a clear-cut
model to enforce and a recognisable focus for the social control they seek to
wield.
Aspiring to exercise social control over the beTievers' bodies, actions and
thoughts, i'he church lay organisations virtually claim as much influence
4lÁr,hor's research archive : <Urbanization, church and social control : ,{ survey-of
Lusaka,Zambia, 1973: Summaryof quantitativeresults-Part 1. USOCOresultsbookII>;
*¿lUiã"* : .Uibanization, churäh and social conrol : A survey of Lusaka, Zambia, 1973:
Summary of quantitative results - Part 2. USOCO results book I>.
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her church and party work. (15, 17) However, she feels obliged to redefine,
transform, the collective representations of the mashabe spirits so as to bring
them in line with her Christianity - they have to be made into a type that
does not give offence in terms of church regulations and prohibitions!
An inter-generational and ffinal drama wíthin the township
The second half of Mrs. Phiri's account largely describes an intricate
social drama in which the various strands indicated above come together and
interact upon each other. We see her invoke a number of different idioms of
power, and portray a number of agents of social control, between which she
cleverly (yet far from successfully) switches in an attempt to articulate her
aspirations of power and success, both in the domestic sphere and within the
wider social field of the new township.
The conflict has at least two levels : the domestic sphere, and that of the
evolving political and class structure of Kapemperere township.
First the domestic level. When the son is introduced it becomes clear that
religious and political achieved status in his parent's generation of urban
immigrants has sought consolidation in the form of a relatively well-trained
modein vocation in ttreir children's generation. (18) In the mother's (Mrs.
Phiri's) perception, these investments are to pay off : (a) in the form of the
son's assistance to the parents' household expenditure, and (b) through Mrs.
Phiri's matronly control over her son's newly created family, and
particularly over her daughter-in,law's domestic labour power. (19)
Tensions and conflicts generated by the sheer confrontation between the
family of orientation and that of procreation are part and parcel of Zambian
rural (in this case : Nsenga, matrilineal) society ; there is certainly an
element of rural-urban continuity of traditional kinship structures here.
F{owever, these tensions tend to urban transformation in so far as they are
allowed to become exceptionally virulent and insoluble - particularly
because the framework of affinal relationships on which the son's newly
formed nuclear family wâs to define itself, proved utterly brittle and
ineffective. The binding relationship between the affines prior to marriage
was not kinship but residential propinquity (they were neighbours in
Kapemperere). This rather loose single-strandedness precluded such
dissipation of the built-in conflicts as might otherwise - especially in most
rural settings - have taken place at an early stage through the familiar
mechanisms of conflicting loyalties and crosscutting ties. Escalation, and
intervention of the available formal conflict regulating agencies (police,
urban court) thus became necessary. And even so the conflict was not really
redressed but lingered on beneath the surface, as sorcery accusations and
contemplated sorcery actions.
In the parents' situation as Christian leaders, and given the aspirations
and the actual role of Christianity in Kapemperere township, an obvious way
of strengthening the son's affinal framework and thus of resolving the builç
in conflicting tendencies, would have been to contract a marriage that was
not only Christian in form and appearance but that also involved committed
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christian affines. In such a way brittle ties of propinquity could have been
reinforced by the more comprehensive ones of co-religiosity, and hence ofthe quasi-kinship christianity so obviously seeis tó' generate in
Kapemperere. However, the ambitions of Mrs. phiri and her hisband went
beyond a,balancing of inter-generational conflict, even beyond domestic
power. They extended to the ward and section level, and despite an
instrumental christianity were politically rather than religiously orientated.
Therefore they favoured 
_a marriage with the daughter-or tnä politically
successful Mr. Tembo, who was not a christian. Tñus possibilities for thã
gentle dissipation of such conflicts as are inevitably geneiated in any Nsanga
marriage were cut off : as local agents of sociãl -control and oi conflict
regulation, neither the church (to which only the phiris belonged (lg)), nor
the party (within which the phiris and the Tembos appearedto be áeadly
rivals, with Mrs. Phiri taking the upper hand in the enãj remained available
for them. Therefore the conflict rapidly escalated ; it assumed forms which
are utterly indecorous_ particularly in view of the political and religious
status, of the protagonists in the Kapemperere community, and in thã end
turned out to be insoluble.
- victims to a strange hubris, the phiris deprived themselves, as church
leaders, flop 1!re very services their organisation so generously extended to
the other inhabitants of Kapemperere. The fact that thã son's piospective in-
laws were not christians was not even allowed to form an õbstàcle to his
christian wedding. (18) Also the subsequent affinal struggle for domestic
and .family power was hardly pamerned or mitigatéã by christian
considerations. (21,24) v/hen the affinal conflict cãme to a head, the
township's church organisation is not even considered as an agent of conflict
regulation. Instead various other agents are stressed :
(ul The party, which initially (when rhe party youth wing rries ro
intervene) remained ineffective, but which later ãsserted itself as añ agent of
social control in the township. It is only at this point that christianity is
invoked, merely as an excuse to opt out of the coñflict resolution the lócal
party leadership was advocating (23).
(b) The local police, effective in separating the fighting proragonisrs.(c) The urban court (25), which takes precedence in seìtiing the case even
if its formal adjudicating power is not wholeheartedly supported by the
township party leadership (26).
Unable, thus, to emerge triumphant through the operation of formal,
modern agents of social control, and evidently having lõst the kin battle in
which she found herself confronting not only her daughter-in-law and the
latter's parents but also her own son, Mrs. phiri reverts back to the ancient
idiom of power : a sorcery interpretation of the conflict, and a continuation
of the struggle along sorcery lines (28, 30). The unconvincing use of an
idlom of generalised christian charity can barely concear her ipite at not
being able to attain rhe domestic power she aspired to (31).
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And in this eminently successful urban woman, the loss of her son's
loyalty in combination with her resorting to the idiom of sorcery ever so
faintly evokes one of the most powerful collective representations of South
Central African society - an image of great rural-urban continuity that, in
its sinister implication of the insolubility of inter-generational conflict,
seems hardly in need of transformation : the parent who through sorcery
sacrifices his or her child in exchange for magical success in the
entrepreneurial, medical or political field.
Conclusion
My analysis has sought to illuminate religious aspects of the urban
situation of Zambia, suggesting that social relationships found there, and the
social process to which they give rise over time, are shaped by the subtle,
kaleidoscopic and creative dialectics between traditional, rural-based
continuity and modern urban-based transformation, so as to enable the urb4n
Church congregation to be truly .<a place to feel at home> - an interprefative
position which has been particularly dear to Robert Buijtenhuijs and which
has proven to be fruitful in his own studies of African religion. The formal
organisations, especially the churches, by which modern urbanites structure
their urban life assume functions and aspirations which can only be
understood against the background of pre-existing rural traditional pattems,
yet cater for needs of crisis support, social control, conflict regulation and
the expression of group identity, leadership and an emerging class structure
as are specific for the urban environment. This provides a framework
within which to identify, trace and understand urban social processes such as
they manifest themselves at the micro level of urban social dramas, but only
on the basis of a consideration of both rural continuity and urban
transformation. The pattern of relationships that thus opens up for analysis
turns out to be as unmistakably urban, modern and transformative, as it
remains faithful, at the same time, to the patterns of South Central African
rural-based cultural orientation so adequately established by the
anthropology of earlier decadesaa.
44. Recently, the discussion of the interplay of urban and rural themes in Zambian
towns has been further developed by Ferguson, J.,1997 and 1999.
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